
CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET 2015 

Château de Puligny-Montrachet 
 

 
COLOR:  White 

 

GRAPE VARIETY: Chardonnay 

VINTAGE: 2015 

SURFACE AREA: 0.67 Hectare 

PRODUCTION:  398 caisses (12 x 750ml) 

% NEW BARRELS: 15%   

ALCOHOL : 

PH : 

 

12.5% VOL 

3.28 

 
 

The appellation 

Our Chassagne-Montrachet vineyard covers 0.67 hectare of surface area between two different lieux-dits named “Champs Derrières” and 

“Les Houillères”. The latter is located within the village of Puligny near Bâtard-Montrachet, on a chalky soil that gives minerality along 

with an unusual finesse that is more in line with wines from Puligny than the more opulent and honeyed ones of Chassagne. 

 

The wines, the style  

Our wines are known for their great aromatic purity. We always favor balance and elegance over power and extraction. The wines are 

classic expressions of Burgundy, of their appellations in general and of their specific terroirs in particular. The farming methods we use 

contribute to this individual style, and our winemaking methods aim to avoid excessive outside influences in order to bring out the 

equilibrium that can be found naturally in Burgundian terroir. 

All our fruit is hand-harvested. Thanks to pneumatic presses, we can calibrate our presses to fit the quality of the grapes and the profile of 

the vintage. After a light settling, the musts are placed mostly in 600-liter barrels as well as in 228-liter barrels, where the alcoholic and 

malolactic fermentations take place. 

We use approximately five to twenty percent new casks primarily made from Allier wood that sees a long yet light toasting. The first 

racking occurs after about one year of wood aging, after which begins the second, four- to six-month phase in stainless steel, which 

preserves the wine’s freshness and tension. We finish the aging with a light fining followed by a similarly light and respectful filtration 

before bottling. 

 

Tending the Vines 

We began organic farming in all of the parcels of the Domaine du Château de Puligny-Montrachet in 2002. Since 2005, biodynamic 

viticulture has accompanied this practice in our efforts to fully respect these living soils. 

 

The vintage 

 

2015 began with a mild and rainy winter, essential to increase the water table level. The very sunny and warm weather quickly dominated 

and characterized this vintage. Early budding out was encouraged by the mild temperatures of April. And with the same trend, the 

temperatures of late May and June allowed a serene flowering in both our Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune vineyards. The months of 

July and August showed warmer temperatures than average, even at night, though without the heat waves like in 2003. As the heat and 

drought began to delay the veraison and the vines started suffering, the rains in mid-August saved them and helped revive maturation. The 

vines grew almost ideally and produced impeccable quality fruit; with small berries and thick skins full of anthocyanins. 

We started harvesting our whites on August 31st with a lot of freshness and very nice acidities. Therefore, our whites do not show any 

over ripe aromas, all the contrary, they are astonishing by their freshness and their length. Some wines will be ready to drink in their 

youth; between 2 and 5 years old (Burgundy and some villages). But 2015 is also a vintage with aging potential (7 to 10 years) for the 

great wines like our Puligny 1er Cru Les Folatières, and Chevalier Grand Cru. 

 

Tasting notes 

A whiff of the exotic is to be found on the cool and admirably pure essence of apple, pear and resin scents. There is once again very good 

volume to the markedly denser medium-bodied flavors that coat the palate with dry extract on the citrus-inflected, persistent and balanced 

finale. This is quite a good Chassagne villages and worth a look. 

 

Score: 88-91    Tasted: Jun 11, 2017    Drink: 2020+    Issue: 67 

 

Allen Meadows, Burghound 
 


